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of T'I and G the curve (~) consists of a curve of order (2 n -1) and 
a right line (§ 3). 

On A Zie besides the 2n-jold right line and a 2n-jold torsal r~qht 
line 6n single right lines more. 

The plane G contains 2 (n - 1) l'ight lines of A and touches A in 
the points of a curve of order (n + 1), which is the locus of the 
points where the curve of the complex (.7r) touches 'its n-füld tangent 
(G~). For, if the ray So resting on 1 cOl'l'esponds to the ray to cutting 
G in To, then one of the points of contact of the curve of the complex 
of the plane (l To) with G lies in the trace La of l; consequently 
the indicated points of contact lie on a CUl',"e of order (n + 1). This 
curve is generated by the pencils (La) and (S) arranged in a (1, n) 
correspondence; so it has in S an n-fold point. 

The plane T touches A according to a curve of order (n + j) 
which is the locus of the points of contact of the curves (n), in 
planes ~ through l, with the traces (~T). This curve has an n-fold 
point in the trace L", of 1 on T; the tangents in this multiple point 
are the traces of the planes :re cutting (lit) on the n rays s conjugate 
to the rays t drawn out of L'r' 

The plane T has fal'thermore the envelope Tl! in common with A. 
For, wbile a point P of the rigl~t line (:rtt) bears in general n 
tangents of the curve of the complex (~) detel'mined by the rays s 
corresponding to the n rays t drawn through P, two of those 
tangents coincide as soon as P lies on the envelope T n; then ho wever 
P belongs to the curve (.7r), thu8 to the surface of the C'omplex A. 

Microbiology. - "An obligative anae1'obic jermentation Sarcina." 
By Prof. M. W. BEIJERINCK. 

The following 8imple but yet delicate experiment gives rise to a 
vigorous fermentation, caused by a sarcine, wherein microscopically 
no other microbes are perceptible alld which, when rightly performed, 
can produce a real pure culture of this fermentation organism. The 
simplicity of the experiment is the result of many pl'evious ~nvest
igations, partly made conjointly with Dr. N. GOSLINGS, which have 
gradually l'endered clear the conditions of life of the examined 
microbe. 

Bouillon with 3 to 10 % glucose, or malt wort, is acidified with 
phosphoric acid to an acidity of 8 cc. normal per 100 cc. of culture 
liquid and intl'oduced into a bottle, which is quiie fill~d with it 
and fitted with a tube to remove the gas. The infection is done 
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with an ample quantity 1) of garden soil, from which the heayiest 
and roughest portion has been removed,' but in which so much 
solid substance is left behind that in the nutrient liquid it forms 
a Inuddy deposit from 5 to 7 or more millimeters thick. The 
culture is effected in a thermostat at 37° C. Aftel' 12 hours already 
the liquid is in astrong fermentation, which lasts from 24 to 36 
hours, and whereby the surface is covered with a rough scum, 
produced by gas bubbles mounting up from the deptil. Whilst 
the liquid itself remains w holly free from microbes, the micros
copical image of the deposit shows a luxuriant, pure or al most 
pure culture of a sarcine, of which the elementary ceUs measure 
for the greater part about 3.5 flo, so that the species belongs to 
the largest forms known, and the multicellular sarcine-packages are 
easily visible to the naked eye. The ceUs are colorless and 
transparent and the packages present irregular sides. Here and there, 
but Inueh less generally , a brownish intl'ansparent form is seen, 
wiLh more regularly cubical packages of which the ceBs measure 
2 to 2,5 flo. 

The scum floating on the fermenting fluid consists of slime in 
w hich the evolved gas remains for a time imprisoned. This slime 
is produced by the outer side of the sarcine ceUs, whose wans 
fol' the rest cOllsist of cellulose, which ber.omes violet-blue by zinc
chloride and jodine. This reaction was discovered in 1865 in the 
stomacal sarcine by SURINGAR '), who on this account argued the 
vegetal nature of th is ol'ganism, which fully corresponds to the 
small-celled fermentation sarcine. The large-celled form more resembles 
the figures which LINDNER 3) gives of his Sm'cina maxima, found, as 
he expresses it, in "Buttersäuremaischen", hence, in wort wherein 
a spontaneous butyric fermentation. I am not, ho wever, convinced \ 
th at both these forms do really belong to two different species of 
sal'cine, as it is weU known that in this genus of microbes great 
morphological differences may occur in the same species. 

The gas is a mixture of about 75 % carbonic acid and 25 0
/ 0 

hydrogen; methan is not present. Besides, a moderate quantity of acid 
is formed, which for example, in a nutrient liquid with an acidity 
of ti cc. per 100, may mount to 12 cc., a percentage only found 
back in the technical lactic fermentations. Furthermore a peculiar 
odor originates, reminding of the ordinary lactic-acid fermentation, by 

1) With little soil (cr infection, the experiment becomes doubtful. 
2) W. }<'. R. SURlNGAR, De sarcine (Sarcina ventriculi GOODSIR), pag. 7, 

Leeuwarden 1865. Here very good figures are to be found. 
3) Mikroskopische Betriebscontrolle in den Gärungsgewerben, 3e Aul!. p. 432, 1901. 
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Lactobacillus. If, as is probable, this acid will prove to consist 
entireIy, Ol' for the gl'eater portion, of lactic acid, the fermentation 
sarcine may be considered as the most differentiated lactic-acid ferment 
hitherto lmown. 

When using a sllfiicient quantity of soil for the infeC'tion, that is 
a relatively great number of sal'cines, which thereby, in the given 
circumstances, may compete with advantage with, and conquer 
all othel' micl'obes, the experiment described succeeds within very 
wide limits. Thus the sarcme fermentation may in tMs case be 
obtained as weU in an open jlask as in a closed battle, whence it 
follows that the sarcine can suffer a moderate quantity of oxygen; 
and it wIlI appeal' below, that a slight quantity is even wanted 
under all circumstances. Notwithstanding this, the name of obligative 
anael'obic remains applicable as the cultivation at fuIl atmospheric 
pressure is impossible. The acid may further be varied between 3 
and 11 cc. normal phosphoric acid per 100 cc .. The phosphoric acid 
may be replaced by lactic and even by hydrochloric acid, if the 
acidity of the latter is not taken higher than 6 to 7 cc. per 100 cc., 
but not by nitric acid. 

Instead of glucose cane sugar may be used, but with roilk sugar 
and roannite the experiment does not succeed. As source of 
nitrogen only peptone can be used, such as found in malt-wort or 
bouillon; simplel' nitrogen sources, like asparagin, ureum, ammonia 
and saltpeter, are unfit for the nitrogen nutrition of the sarcine. The 
limits of the temperature are wide and may vary between 28° C. 
and 41° C. 

Although the experiment may thus be modified in many respects, 
the first described arrangement is recommendabIe, as it is best adapted 
to the optimum of the different conditions of Iife of the organism. 

A property peculiarly important for this research is the readiness 
with which the function of fermenting, that is the power of evolving 
gas, gets lost under the influence of a secretion product, probably 
the acid, and through which all transports with old material become 
perfectly useless. Rence it is necessal'y to transport cuItul'es still in 
fermentation to insure the suceess of further experiments. 

That some aeration enhances the life-functions of this obligative 
anaerobic and that accese of a little air is even neceósary in the long 
run, is evident from the fact that the most vigorous fermentations are 
obtained in a closed bottle, with the deposit got in an open flask, 
whel'eas renewing of the nutrient liquid formed a bove the deposit 
in a closed bottIe wiJl aftel' few l'epetitions give rise io diminuation 
or cessalioJl of the fermentation. 
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For the continuation of the culture by inoculating slight guan
tities of material of a rough fermentation into the same nutrient 
liquid, two precautions should be taken. First, the inoculation should 
be done into the medium, freed from air by boiling, the bottie 
being entirely filled with the hot 1iquid, so that on cooling no air 
ean dissolve. Second, an acidity of 1ess than 7 proves not sufii
cient, hen ce thi& should be 8 or 10 CC., as otherwise the lactic acid 
ferments might prevail and supplant the sarcine. 

From the necessity of expelling the air we see that the fermen
tation sal'cine undoubtedly belongs to the ordinary anaerobics, whicb, 
considering the success of the rough accumulation experiment with 
aeration, might perhaps not have been expected ; but the fact holds good 
in the same way for the butyric acid ferment, generally accepted as 
an obligative anaerobic, so that, also with respect to the fermentation 
sarcine, there should be spoken of "microael'ophily." Fmther exami
nat ion shows that in deep test-tubes with maltwol't-agar, veryeasily 
pme cultures may be obtained, whereby the sal'cine is l'eeog
nisable by tbe obvious size and the remarkably rapid development 
of its colonies. On the other hand, on maltwol't, or broth-bouillon
glucose-agar-plates with or wIthout acid at 37° C., with access 
of air, no growth at all of the sarcine takes place, as might 
be expected. Of course the packages can also be seen on the 
plates without growing and be removed in a pure condition. When 
we make use of litt1e acid for the rough accumulation, colonies of 
lactic acid ferments, be10nging to the physiological genus Lacto
bacillus, will develop on the plates at the air, which can grow 
as weIl with ail without air, but whose other Iife conditions cor're
spond to those of the sarcine. In this case the experiment shows at 
the same time that everywhere in garden soil real 1actic acid fer
ments are present, whereof the proof had not been given until now. 

When using much acid, for example 10 cc. or more normal 
acid per 100 cc. of culture fluid, thl'ough whirh the vital functions 
of the sarcine, such as rapidity of growth and the faculty of assimilating 
oxygen, are lessened, certain alcohol ferments, proper to garden soil, 
come to development, but they can, together with some of the other 
impurifications of the rough accumulations, as moulds, .Mucor and 
Oidium, be checked and expelled by exc1usion of air, hence, by 
culture in closed bottles. To this end however, it is necessary to render 
the conditions for the sal'cine as favorab1e as possible and not allow 
a temperatme below 37° O. 

The staying out of the butyric acid fermentation (caused by Granu
lobacter SaCf'lia1'obutyricum), which so readily originates with exclusion 
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of air in glucose-bouillon and maltwort, is due to the acidity of 
about 8 cc. or more, whereby this fermentation becomes impossible. 

AHhough it is evident from the foregoing, that the growth of the 
sarcine is less inhibited by the acid than that of the lactobaciHi and of the 
butyric ferment, it may stIll be easily proved that already 7 cc. acid per 
100 cc., are less favorable than 3 or 5 cc., also for the development of the 
sarcine itself, so that the higher amount of acid in the accumulation 
only serves to render competition with the said ferments possible. 
If by timely transports into maltwort with more than 8 cc. phosphoric 
acid, Ol' by separation in solids, real pure cultures are at disposal, the 
further transfers, with entIre omission of the acid, show that then 
also vigorons growth and fermentation may occur. We th us see how 
wide the limits are of the life conditions of the sarcine, as soon as 
competition with all other microbes is quite out of question. 

The discovery of this certainly unexpected fermentation has spt'ung 
trom the worldng out of the general question which organisms of 
the soil can develop in a sugar-containing culture Huid in presence 
of an acid and with imperfect aeration. At temperatures of about 
30 0 O. and lower, alcoholferments, Jfucor racernosus and OidiU1n 
prove to be fhe strongest, but then already a few sarcines are 
obsel'\'ed. At about ·,Wo O. most alcoholferments of garden soil, 
besides jl[ucor and Oidium can no more compete with the sarcine 
and the lacto bacilli, which then become predominant. This being 
fixed the last steps which led to the culture of the fermentation 
sarcine alone, were the recognition of the obligative anael'obiosis, 
and of the superiority of the resistence of the sarcine with respect 
to anorganic acids compared with that of Lactobacilhls and the 
butyric ferments. 

Above, al ready , I pointed to the perfect corl'espondence of the 
small-celled form of the fermentation sal'cine to the descl'iption which 
SURINGAR gives of the stomacal sarcine, and I suppose that in the 
cases of non-cultivable Sm'cina ventriculi, of which, fol' instance, 
DE BARY speaks 1), there should l'eally be thought of the ferment
ation sarcine. This view is Suppol'ted by different obsel'vations in 
the oldel' litel'ature, cited by SURINGAR. But still more convincing is 
my accumulation experiment, which proveR that the conditions for 
the existence of this sal'cine are just of a nature to render its life in 
the stomach possible. 

It wiIl be easy to obtam certainty thereabout by a l'epetition of 

1) Vorlesungen uber Bacterien, Je Aufl. pg. 96, 1887. 
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this experiment, not with garden soil for infection material, but by 
using the stomacal contents of sueh a case of stomaeal sarcine. The 
"not cultivability" of DE BARY may mean the same as anaerobiosis, 
fol' it is weU known how difiicult it is, even at the present time, 
to eultivate anaerobics if the particulal's of their life conditions are 
not exactly known. 

For the rest I do not doubt of the pl'ecision OfJhLUNHEIM'S 1) and 
MIGULA'S 2) obsel'vations, wno have seen aerobic colonies of microcoeci 
originate from stomacnJ sar('ine. It is true that 1 fol' my part. have 
not succeeded in confirroing this observation with regal'd to the 
fermentation &arcine, but fol' other speeies of 8a1'cina I have, with 
certainty, stated the transition into micrococci, and with various 
anaerobics, although not belonging to the genus Sa1'cina, I have seen 
nowand then colonies originate of facllltative anael'obics, which in all 
othel' l'espects, eOl'responded to the obligative anaerobics used for the 
cultures. Therefore this modification also seems possible for some 
individuals of the fermentation sal'cine. Aecumulation Or transfer 
experiment& with stomacal contents will howevel' only then give 
positive results, if these are used when still in fermentation; with 
long kept material nothing can be expected. 

A.lready the older obsel'vers 3) as SCHLOSSBERGER (1847), SIMON 

(1849) and CRAMER (1858) have tried, altbough in vaiu, by a kind of 
accumulation expel'iments, fo cuitivate the stomacal sarcine, wherefore 
they pl'epared, as nutl'ient liquid, artificial gastrie juice with different 
additions. Remarkable, and illustrating the biological views of 
those days, is the fact, that for the infection they did not use 
the stomacal contents themselves, but beer yeast, supposing, that the 
sarcine might originate ti'om fhe yeast eeUs, which somewhat l'esemble 
it, and are always tound in the stomach togethel' with the sarcine 
itself. 

Physics. - "Tlte motion of electl'ons in metallic bodies." Il. By 
Prof. H. A.. LORENTZ. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 28, 1905). 

~ 11. By a mode of reasoning similar to that used in the last ~, 

we may deduce a formula tOl' the intensity i of the eurl'ent in a 
closed thel'mo-eleetric circuit. For this pUl'pose we haye only to 
suppose tbe ends Pand Q, which consist, as has been said, of the 

1) Archiv f. experiment. Pathologie und Pharmacologie. Bd. IO, pg. 339, 188:'. 
2) System der Bacteriën. Bd. 2, pg. 259, 1900. 
S) Cited from SURINGAR (I. c.). 

Proceedings Roya! Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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